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Abstract 

Catastrophe modeling is used to prepare for losses caused by natural catastrophes such as 

earthquakes, hurricanes, or tornadoes and man-made catastrophes such as terrorism. Modeled 

data can be used to create a comprehensive distribution of possible disasters. The distribution 

gives probabilities of potential catastrophes of different severities occurring over a certain time 

frame. Calculating potential losses and probability of those losses occurring allows insurance 

companies to plan and reserve enough money to protect themselves from catastrophic events. 

Using a catastrophe case study posted online from the Casualty Actuarial Society and R 

software, this paper shows the use of statistical techniques to create an Exceedance Probability 

plot for possible losses from a set of hurricanes with varying loss severity (CAS 18). The 

creation of the probability plot will then be used on a set of data called 

“SP500_2000to2015_SM” to show how the use of catastrophe modeling can apply to financial 

data. 
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Initial Catastrophe Model 

 

Table 1 Hurricane Table 

 Table 1 above from the CAS case study shows a set of 5 different categories of 

hurricanes that can occur independently throughout a given year (Olson 7). In this example, each 

hurricane has a probability of occurrence over a one-year period that is listed in the column 

labeled “Annual probability of occurrence (pi)”. The column labeled “Loss (Li)” states the losses 

that are incurred when each individual hurricane occurs. A probability table for possible losses 

can be made from the above data to see the probabilities of losses if multiple hurricanes were to 

occur over a year. 

To create a probability table for possible losses from the above set of hurricanes, an 

assumption must first be made. The table will cover all the possible losses that can occur in a 

one-year timespan assuming that each type of hurricane can only occur once throughout the year. 

In one year, there are a total of thirty-two different combinations of the above hurricanes that 

could occur with possible losses that range from $0 (no hurricane occurs) to $21 million (each 

hurricane occurs). The probability of each combination must be calculated to create the table. 

Every combination consists of each category of hurricane either occurring or not occurring. For 

each combination, multiplying the probabilities of each outcome for the individual hurricane 

categories (did the hurricane occur or not) will give an overall probability for that combination 
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happening during the year. For example, the probability of a $15 million loss due to category 5 

and category 4 hurricanes would be calculated as P(Category 5 ∩ Category 4  ∩ Not Category 3  

∩ Not Category 2 ∩ Not Category 1). Since each of these events occur independently of each 

other, it can be written as P(Category 5)*P(Category 4)*P(Not Category 3)*P(Not Category 

2)*P(Not Category 1). Using the respective probabilities from Table 1., the probability of 

occurrence for a $15 million loss from the specific combination of a category 5 and category 4 

hurricane, (.002)*(.005)*(.990)*(.980)*(.970), equals 9.410940e-06. This calculation can be 

done for each of the thirty-two possible combinations of hurricanes to finish the table, but this 

takes a lot of time and can only be applied to the probabilities and losses given in Table 1. Using 

the software R, the table can be created at a much faster rate and is not limited to the specific 

numbers from the table. 

 

Hurricane Loss Probability Table (#1 in Appendix: Code)  

 Using the software R, the table to the right, Table 2, 

was made to show all possible combinations of the 5 different 

categories (code uses loss severity) and their respective 

probabilities that can be made using the information from 

Table 1. The code uses vector/matrix multiplication to 

multiply the probabilities of the individual hurricane events in 

each combination to calculate the probability of the 

combination occurring (All.Prob). Each row not only contains 

the probability of the combination occurring, but also the total 

severity of the loss (All.Size) and the individual hurricane 

losses that sum up to the total severity. It can be from both the 

Table 2 and the graph of All.Prob below (Graph 1) seen that 

the higher the loss, the less likely the combination occurs. This 
Table 2 Hurricane Loss Combination Probability 

Table 
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is due to the fact that the higher category hurricanes have lower probabilities of occurrence. 

 

Notes About R Model 

 The loss probability table is great for checking combination probabilities for each of the 

thirty-two different combinations of hurricanes. Since the code uses vectors that contain the 

probabilities of occurrence and loss amounts for each individual hurricane category, the numbers 

can be modified for any other example that includes five category hurricanes. The severities and 

probabilities will be altered in the table depending on the numbers in the vectors used to create 

the table. The total number of categories for hurricanes can also be changed if a model requires 

more or less than five categories. 

 The loss probability table does contain multiple rows that have the 

same total loss severity. For example, hurricanes with losses [10,5] sum up 

to the same total loss severity as hurricanes with losses [10,3,2]. The 

probability that a specific loss severity occurs in one year for a severity 

that can only happen from one combination of hurricanes, such as $4 

million ($3 and $1 million losses), is the probability listed in the table for 

that given combination. If the loss severity can result from multiple 

combinations like the $15 million shown before, the probabilities can be 

added together since they are mutually exclusive (they cannot happen at 

the same time) to calculate the probability that that specific loss severity 

occurs during the year. After you find the probability for each specific loss 

as shown in the table to the right (Rows are losses and Columns are 

probabilities of those losses), you can calculate the exceedance probability 

curve. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 Probability Table for each size 

of Loss 
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Exceedance Probability for Hurricanes 

 Once the probability for each size of loss is known, exceedance 

probabilities can be calculated. The exceedance probability of a certain size of 

loss is the probability that a loss of that size or more occurs (CAS 18). Since 

each event is mutually exclusive, for each event the exceedance probability is 

calculated by adding up the probability of the event happening and every even 

with a loss greater than its own (Olson 5). This would take an extensive amount 

of time by hand, but in R it can be done much faster. The table of exceedance 

probabilities can be seen to the right and the plot of the probabilities 

(Exceedance Probability Curve) can be seen below. Each point on the curve 

shows the probability that in the time span of one year a loss of that severity of 

loss or greater will occur. 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph 1 Hurricane Exceedance Probability Curve 

Table 4 Hurricane Exceedance 

Probabilities 
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Financial Data - S&P 500 Stock Market Prices 2000-2015 (#2 in Appendix: Code) 

 The loss probability table and exceedance probability curve used for the hurricane model 

has applications other than catastrophe modeling. The stock market is continually changing and 

losses can occur when the price of stock decreases. The loss probability model can function in 

the realm of stocks similar to how it did with catastrophes. Instead of using categories of 

hurricanes as independent events in the model, companies that sell stock will be used. For this 

paper, the stock data of Microsoft, Disney, Amazon, Bank of America, and McDonalds from the 

2000-2015 S&P 500 will be used (SP500). 

 Since stock prices vary for most companies, it is important to look at how prices change 

percentage wise. Percent change of price can be viewed by taking the log-difference of the stock 

price data. After the stock data for each company is modified to log-difference, the loss 

probability table can be used to calculate probabilities of total percent decrease for combinations 

of company stock percent decreases. 

 As an example, with the companies listed above, a probability of occurrence for a percent 

decrease is set at .01. To find the percent decrease for each company that corresponds with a 

probability of occurrence of .01, a normal distribution with mean equal to the mean of the log-

differenced data and standard deviation equal to the standard deviation of the log-differenced 

data is fitted over the data from -10% to 10% as an estimate for each company. Then, the 1-st 

percentile is calculated and used as the percent decrease in the loss probability model. The log-

differenced data with normal overlays can be seen below for each company. 

  

Microsoft Disney 
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Amazon 

Bank of 

America 

McDonalds 
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Financial Data Loss Probability Table – Using Normal Estimates (#3 in Appendix: Code) 

 

Table 5 Financial Loss Combination Probability Table – Normal Estimates 

Using .01 as the probability of occurrence for each individual event and the 1-st 

percentile values for the percent decrease severities, the above table shows the probabilities for 

each combination of possible percent decreases for the five companies. For this data, since the 

loss is a negative percent, as the total percent value gets smaller, the probability decreases. This 

is the opposite of what happened with the hurricane data because the smaller the value for the 

financial data, the larger the percent decrease. This is shown in the graph below (Graph 2) which 

plots the values for All.Prob for the financial data. 

 

Exceedance Probability for Financial Data - Normal Estimates 

 Exceedance probabilities can also be calculated for the percent losses of the financial 

data. Since there are no duplicate percent loss values, the probabilities can be calculated straight 

from the loss combination probability table. The exceedance probabilities in the table below and 

the exceedance curve represent the same idea for the financial data as it did for the hurricane 
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data. Each point on the exceedance curve is the probability that over a year time span, the 

percent loss will be equal to or greater than that value. 

 

Table 6 Financial Exceedance Probabilities           Graph 2 Financial Exceedance Curve – Normal Estimates   

Normal Estimates                 

 

Weighted Financial Data Loss Probability Table (#4 in Appendix: Code) 

 It is important to diversify investment portfolios so that if a company’s stock value that 

you own decreases, the portfolio is not affected as much as it would be if the entire portfolio 

consisted of the one company’s stock. This can be shown in the loss probability table by 

multiplying the company’s individual percent decreases by weights. The weights represent the 

percentage of each company’s stock in a portfolio. The stock percent decreases only affect the 

percentage of that company’s weight in the portfolio. To show this, two different sets of weight 

values are tested for the same five companies with the same values as before. The two sets of 

weights and their respective loss probability tables are below. 
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Weight 1: (Microsoft = .4, Disney = .1, Amazon = .3, Bank of America = .15, McDonalds = .05) 

 

Table 7 Financial Data Loss Combination Probability Table –  Weight 1 Normal Estimates 

Weight 2: (Microsoft = .1, Disney = .3, Amazon = .2, Bank of America = .15, McDonalds = .25) 

 

Table 8 Financial Data Loss Combination Probability Table – Weight 2 Normal Estimates 
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For the weighted loss probability tables, it can be seen that the combination percentage 

decreases were larger values than they were unweighted. This means the total portfolio 

percentage decrease was less than that of the unweighted. Although the total percentage 

decreases changed, the probabilities did not. This means the weight of the portfolio has no effect 

on the probability that the percent decreases occur.  

 

Exceedance Probability for Weighted Financial Data 

The exceedance probabilities and curves can be calculated for both sets of weights using 

the probabilities from the loss combination tables since there are no duplicate percent losses. The 

exceedance probabilities and curves for both sets of weights can be seen below. Each point on 

the exceedance curve is the probability that over a year time span, the percent loss will be equal 

to or greater than that value. 

 

Table 9 Weight 1 Exceedance Probabilities       Table 10 Weight 2 Exceedance Probabilities    

Normal Estimates                                      Normal Estimates 
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Graph 3 Weight 1 Exceedance Curve Normal Estimates 

 

Graph 4 Weight 2 Exceedance Curve Normal Estimates 
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Financial Data – More Accurate Distribution (#5 in Appendix: Code) 

 To get an estimate of the percent decrease values used in the loss probability tables for 

the financial data when the probability of loss was set to .01, a normal distribution was used. 

Based on the overlays of the normal distributions for each of the companies, it appears as though 

it is too heavy tailed of a distribution to use to get an estimate.  The standardized student’s t 

distribution is similar to the normal distribution, but with lower degrees of freedom it tends to 

have lighter tails. After testing the standardized student’s t distribution with the same mean, 

standard deviation, and degrees of freedom 3, it appears to be a much better distribution to use to 

estimate the 1-st percentiles for the five companies (Mimoto Lecture 25). Below are the 

standardized student’s t overlays for the company percentage plots. 

 

 

 

Microsoft 

Disney 

Amazon 
Bank of 

America 
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Financial Data Loss Probability Table – Using standardized student’s t estimates (#6 in 

Appendix: Code) 

 

Table 11 Financial Data Loss Combination Probability Table - standardized student’s t estimates 

McDonalds 
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Using the standardized student’s t distribution decreased the combination percent 

decreases so that the total portfolio would decrease by a larger amount. This was to be expected 

because the standardized student’s t distribution has lighter tails, so the value of the company’s 

individual percent decreases became smaller as the 1-st percentile moves more to the left on the 

log-differenced financial plot. The standardized student’s t distribution overall appears to be 

better than the Normal distribution to estimate the percent decreases for the financial data when 

creating a loss probability table.  

 

Exceedance Probabilities for Financial Data – Standardized student’s t 

 Since the standardized student’s t looks to be a better fit for the financial data to estimate 

the percent losses at the 1-st percentile, new exceedance probability curves can be made to show 

a better picture of the exceedance probabilities for the unweighted and weighted sets of data. 

Again, since there are no duplicates of percent losses in the loss combination probability tables, 

the exceedance probabilities can be calculated using the probabilities from that table. The new 

exceedance curve and the probabilities are shown below. 

  

Table 102 Financial Exceedance Probabilities            Graph 5 Financial Exceedance Curve – Standardized Student’s t Estimates                                                         

Standardized Student’s t Estimates 
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Weight 1 Financial Data Loss Probability Table – Using standardized student’s t estimates 

(#7 in Appendix: Code) 

 

Table 113 Financial Data Weight 1 Loss Combination Probability Table - standardized student’s t 

Weight 2 Financial Data Loss Probability Table – Using standardized student’s t estimates 

(#7 in Appendix: Code) 

 

Table 124 Financial Data Weight 2 Loss Combination Probability Table - standardized student’s t 
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Table 135 Weight 1 Exceedance Probabilities           Table 16 Weight 2 Exceedance Probabilities    

Standardized Student’s t Estimates            Standardized Student’s t Estimates 
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Graph 6 Weight 1 Exceedance Curve Standardized Student’s t Estimates 

 

Graph 7 Weight 2 Exceedance Curve Standardized Student’s t Estimates 
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Conclusion 

Over the course of working on this project with the case model/financial data, I learned 

how to analyze the data to produce, read, and interpret both loss combination probability models 

and exceedance probability curves. These types of models are used by actuaries and statisticians 

that work with catastrophic and financial data so that they can predict the amount of money they 

need to have reserved in case of catastrophes or stock market changes (CAS 12). Using the 

exceedance probability curves, they can find the probability that a certain loss or greater will 

occur over a specific period. At the beginning of the project I attempted to generate the models 

by hand using pencil and paper, but after finding out the amount of work that is put into making 

the models, it was decided that using a program software to generate them would be a lot more 

efficient. Programming these models using the software R has taught me a lot about the 

language, which is becoming more popular in the world of statistics because it is free to use. 

Learning about the tools used by actuaries in the professional field to complete this project has 

only assured me more that I am moving into a field that is right for me. 
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#  Cat Modeling Project  

#               - Jeremy  

# 

######################################### 

 

#---------------------------------------- 

# 1. Hurricane Model  

 

n <- 5 

l <- rep(list(0:1), n) 

All.Comb <- expand.grid(l)  #Create a grid of all possible combinations 

 

names(All.Comb) <- c("10M", "5M", "3M", "2M", "1M")  #Rename columns to corresponding 

loss values 

 

Prob <- t(apply(All.Comb, 1 , function(x) x* c(.002, .005, .01, .02, .03)  + (1-x)*c(.998, .995, 

.99, .98, .97)))   #Change each element to its corresponding probability(loss/no loss) 

 

Size <- t(apply(All.Comb, 1, function(x) x*c(10, 5, 3, 2, 1)))    #Change each element to its loss 

value 

 

All.Prob <- apply(Prob, 1, prod)  #Multiply row probabilities to get overall chance event occurs 

All.Size <- apply(Size, 1, sum)   #Sum each row for total sum of losses 

 

All.Unsorted <- cbind(Size, All.Size, All.Prob)  #Combine individual losses, total loss, and 

overall probability 

All.Sorted <- All.Unsorted[order(All.Size),]     #Sort from smallest total loss to largest total loss 

All.Sorted 

 

#Calculate Probability of each loss occuring 

ProbLoss <- matrix(0, 22, 2) # Table with Probabilities of each loss 

for(i in 0:21) 

{ 

 ProbLoss[i+1,1] <- i 

} 

 

for(i in 0:21) 

{ 

    for(j in 1:32) 

 { 

    if(All.Sorted[j,6] == i) 

  { 

     ProbLoss[i+1,2] = (ProbLoss[i+1,2] + All.Sorted[j,7]) 

  } 

 } 

} 
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ProbLoss 

 

#Calculate Exceedance Probabilities 

Exceedance <- matrix (0,22,2)  

for(i in 0:21) 

{ 

 Exceedance[i+1,1] <- i 

} 

for(i in 0:21) 

{ 

 for(j in 0:21) 

 { 

  if(ProbLoss[j+1,1] >= i) 

  { 

   Exceedance[i+1,2] = Exceedance[i+1,2] + ProbLoss[j+1,2] 

  } 

 } 

} 

 

#Plot Exceedance Probability Curve 

Exceedance 

plot(y = Exceedance[,2], x = Exceedance[,1], ylim = c(0,.05), type = 'o', xlab = "Loss (Millions)"  

, ylab = "Exceedance Probability") #plot All.Prob 

 

 

#---------------------------------------- 

# 2. After loading SP500 Dataset 

ls() 

 

dim(D.ad) 

 

#  install.packages("quantmod") 

 

library(quantmod) 

 

 

#----- MICROSOFT 

plot(D.ad[, "MSFT"]) 

plot(log(D.ad[, "MSFT"])) 

plot(diff(log(D.ad[, "MSFT"]))) 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "MSFT"]))) 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "MSFT"])), 200, xlim=c(-.1, .1)) 
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Y <- diff(log(D.ad[, "MSFT"]))[-1]  #Y is log-difference of AAPL 

head(Y) 

 

mean(Y) 

sd(Y) 

 

x <- seq(-.1,.1, .01) 

plot(x, dnorm(x, mean(Y), sd(Y)), type="l", col="red") 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "MSFT"])), 200, xlim=c(-.1, .1), freq=FALSE) 

lines(x, dnorm(x, mean(Y), sd(Y)), type="l", col="red")     # overlay pdf of normal 

 

VaR.msft <- qnorm(.01, mean(Y), sd(Y)) 

 

 

 

#----- DISNEY 

plot(D.ad[, "DIS"]) 

plot(log(D.ad[, "DIS"])) 

plot(diff(log(D.ad[, "DIS"]))) 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "DIS"]))) 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "DIS"])), 200, xlim=c(-.1, .1)) 

 

 

Y <- diff(log(D.ad[, "DIS"]))[-1]  #Y is log-difference of AAPL 

head(Y) 

 

mean(Y) 

sd(Y) 

 

x <- seq(-.1,.1, .01) 

plot(x, dnorm(x, mean(Y), sd(Y)), type="l", col="red") 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "DIS"])), 200, xlim=c(-.1, .1), freq=FALSE) 

lines(x, dnorm(x, mean(Y), sd(Y)), type="l", col="red")     # overlay pdf of normal 

 

VaR.dis <- qnorm(.01, mean(Y), sd(Y)) 

 

 

#----- AMAZON 

plot(D.ad[, "AMZN"]) 

plot(log(D.ad[, "AMZN"])) 

plot(diff(log(D.ad[, "AMZN"]))) 
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hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "AMZN"]))) 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "AMZN"])), 200, xlim=c(-.1, .1)) 

 

 

Y <- diff(log(D.ad[, "AMZN"]))[-1]  #Y is log-difference of AAPL 

head(Y) 

 

mean(Y) 

sd(Y) 

 

x <- seq(-.1,.1, .01) 

plot(x, dnorm(x, mean(Y), sd(Y)), type="l", col="red") 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "AMZN"])), 200, xlim=c(-.1, .1), freq=FALSE) 

lines(x, dnorm(x, mean(Y), sd(Y)), type="l", col="red")     # overlay pdf of normal 

 

VaR.amzn <- qnorm(.01, mean(Y), sd(Y)) 

 

 

 

 

#----- BANK OF AMERICA 

plot(D.ad[, "BAC"]) 

plot(log(D.ad[, "BAC"])) 

plot(diff(log(D.ad[, "BAC"]))) 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "BAC"]))) 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "BAC"])), 200, xlim=c(-.1, .1)) 

 

 

Y <- diff(log(D.ad[, "BAC"]))[-1]  #Y is log-difference of AAPL 

head(Y) 

 

mean(Y) 

sd(Y) 

 

x <- seq(-.1,.1, .01) 

plot(x, dnorm(x, mean(Y), sd(Y)), type="l", col="red") 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "BAC"])), 200, xlim=c(-.1, .1), freq=FALSE) 

lines(x, dnorm(x, mean(Y), sd(Y)), type="l", col="red")     # overlay pdf of normal 

 

VaR.bac <- qnorm(.01, mean(Y), sd(Y)) 
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#------ MCDONALDS 

plot(D.ad[, "MCD"]) 

plot(log(D.ad[, "MCD"])) 

plot(diff(log(D.ad[, "MCD"]))) 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "MCD"]))) 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "MCD"])), 200, xlim=c(-.1, .1)) 

 

 

Y <- diff(log(D.ad[, "MCD"]))[-1]  #Y is log-difference of AAPL 

head(Y) 

 

mean(Y) 

sd(Y) 

 

x <- seq(-.1,.1, .01) 

plot(x, dnorm(x, mean(Y), sd(Y)), type="l", col="red") 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "MCD"])), 200, xlim=c(-.1, .1), freq=FALSE) 

lines(x, dnorm(x, mean(Y), sd(Y)), type="l", col="red")     # overlay pdf of normal 

 

VaR.mcd <- qnorm(.01, mean(Y), sd(Y)) 

 

 

 

 

#---------------------------------------- 

# 3. Combine VaR like Hurricanes (Using Normal Distribution) 

 

n <- 5 

l <- rep(list(0:1), n) 

All.Comb <- expand.grid(l)  #Create a grid of all possible combinations 

 

names(All.Comb) <- c("MSFT", "DIS", "AMZN", "BAC", "MCD")  #Rename columns to 

corresponding company names 

 

Prob <- t(apply(All.Comb, 1 , function(x) x* c(.01, .01, .01, .01, .01)  + (1-x)*c(.99, .99, .99, .99, 

.99)))   #Change each element to its corresponding probability(loss/no loss) 

 

Size <- t(apply(All.Comb, 1, function(x) x*c(VaR.msft, VaR.dis, VaR.amzn, VaR.bac, 

VaR.mcd)))    #Change each element to its loss value 

 

All.Prob <- apply(Prob, 1, prod)  #Multiply row probabilities to get overall chance event occurs 

All.Size <- apply(Size, 1, sum)   #Sum each row for total sum of losses 
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All.Unsorted <- cbind(Size, All.Size, All.Prob)  #Combine individual losses, total loss, and 

overall probability 

All.Sorted <- All.Unsorted[order(All.Size),]     #Sort from smallest total loss to largest total loss 

All.Sorted 

 

 

 

#Calculate Probability of each percent loss occuring 

All.SortedDec <- All.Unsorted[order(-All.Size),] 

 

ProbLoss <- matrix(0, 32, 2) # Table with Probabilities of each loss 

for(i in 1:32) 

{ 

 ProbLoss[i,1] <- -All.SortedDec[i,6] 

 ProbLoss[i,2] <- All.SortedDec[i,7] 

} 

 

ProbLoss 

 

#Calculate Exceedance Probabilities 

Exceedance <- matrix (0,32,2)  

for(i in 0:31) 

{ 

 Exceedance[i+1,1] <- ProbLoss[i+1,1] 

 for(j in 0:31) 

 { 

  if(ProbLoss[j+1,1] >= ProbLoss[i+1,1]) 

  { 

   Exceedance[i+1,2] = Exceedance[i+1,2] + ProbLoss[j+1,2] 

  } 

 } 

} 

 

#Plot Exceedance Probability Curve 

Exceedance 

plot(y = Exceedance[,2], x = Exceedance[,1], ylim = c(0,.05), type = 'o', xlab = "Percent Loss"  , 

ylab = "Exceedance Probability") #plot All.Prob 

 

 

#-------------------------------- 

# 4. Combine VaRs with weights of each holdings. (Normal Distribution) 

 

weight1 <- c(.4,.1,.3,.15,.05) #Set 1 percentage of total portfolio 

VarWeight1 <- weight1*c(VaR.msft, VaR.dis, VaR.amzn, VaR.bac, VaR.mcd) #Apply Set1 

weights to percent decreases 
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weight2 <- c(.1,.3,.2,.15,.25) #Set 2 percentage of total portfolio 

VarWeight2 <- weight2*c(VaR.msft, VaR.dis, VaR.amzn, VaR.bac, VaR.mcd)#Apply Set2 

weights to percent decreases 

 

n <- 5 

l <- rep(list(0:1), n) 

All.Comb <- expand.grid(l)  #Create a grid of all possible combinations 

 

 

##Weighted Combination1## 

names(All.Comb) <- c("MSFT", "DIS", "AMZN", "BAC", "MCD")  #Rename columns to 

corresponding company names 

 

Prob <- t(apply(All.Comb, 1 , function(x) x* c(.01, .01, .01, .01, .01)  + (1-x)*c(.99, .99, .99, .99, 

.99)))   #Change each element to its corresponding probability(loss/no loss) 

 

Size <- t(apply(All.Comb, 1, function(x) x*VarWeight1))    #Change each element to its loss 

value 

 

All.Prob <- apply(Prob, 1, prod)  #Multiply row probabilities to get overall chance event occurs 

All.Size <- apply(Size, 1, sum)   #Sum each row for total sum of losses 

 

All.Unsorted <- cbind(Size, All.Size, All.Prob)  #Combine individual losses, total loss, and 

overall probability 

All.Sorted1 <- All.Unsorted[order(All.Size),]     #Sort from smallest total loss to largest total loss 

All.Sorted1 

 

##Weighted Combination2## 

names(All.Comb) <- c("MSFT", "DIS", "AMZN", "BAC", "MCD")  #Rename columns to 

corresponding company names 

 

Prob <- t(apply(All.Comb, 1 , function(x) x* c(.01, .01, .01, .01, .01)  + (1-x)*c(.99, .99, .99, .99, 

.99)))   #Change each element to its corresponding probability(loss/no loss) 

 

Size <- t(apply(All.Comb, 1, function(x) x*VarWeight2))    #Change each element to its loss 

value 

 

All.Prob <- apply(Prob, 1, prod)  #Multiply row probabilities to get overall chance event occurs 

All.Size <- apply(Size, 1, sum)   #Sum each row for total sum of losses 

 

All.Unsorted <- cbind(Size, All.Size, All.Prob)  #Combine individual losses, total loss, and 

overall probability 

All.Sorted2 <- All.Unsorted[order(All.Size),]     #Sort from smallest total loss to largest total loss 

All.Sorted2 

 

#plot All.Prob for Weight1 vs Weight2 
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plot(x = All.Sorted1[,7], y = -All.Sorted1[,6], type = 'o', ylab = 'Percent Loss', xlab = 

'Probability', main = 'Weight1 vs Weight2 using Normal estimates', sub = 'Black = Weight1 & 

Red = Weight2')  

lines(x = All.Sorted2[,7], y = -All.Sorted2[,6], col = "red", type = 'o')  

 

###Exceedance Probability for Weight1 

#Calculate Probability of each percent loss occuring 

ProbLoss <- matrix(0, 32, 2) # Table with Probabilities of each loss 

for(i in 1:32) 

{ 

 ProbLoss[i,1] <- -All.Sorted1[i,6] 

 ProbLoss[i,2] <- All.Sorted1[i,7] 

} 

 

ProbLoss 

 

#Calculate Exceedance Probabilities 

Exceedance1 <- matrix (0,32,2)  

for(i in 0:31) 

{ 

 Exceedance1[i+1,1] <- ProbLoss[i+1,1] 

 for(j in 0:31) 

 { 

  if(ProbLoss[j+1,1] >= ProbLoss[i+1,1]) 

  { 

   Exceedance1[i+1,2] = Exceedance1[i+1,2] + ProbLoss[j+1,2] 

  } 

 } 

} 

 

#Plot Exceedance Probability Curve 

Exceedance1 

plot(y = Exceedance1[,2], x = Exceedance1[,1], ylim = c(0,.05), type = 'o', xlab = "Percent Loss"  

, ylab = "Exceedance Probability") #plot All.Prob 

 

###Exceedance Probability for Weight2 

#Calculate Probability of each percent loss occuring 

ProbLoss <- matrix(0, 32, 2) # Table with Probabilities of each loss 

for(i in 1:32) 

{ 

 ProbLoss[i,1] <- -All.Sorted2[i,6] 

 ProbLoss[i,2] <- All.Sorted2[i,7] 

} 

 

ProbLoss 
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#Calculate Exceedance Probabilities 

Exceedance2 <- matrix (0,32,2)  

for(i in 0:31) 

{ 

 Exceedance2[i+1,1] <- ProbLoss[i+1,1] 

 for(j in 0:31) 

 { 

  if(ProbLoss[j+1,1] >= ProbLoss[i+1,1]) 

  { 

   Exceedance2[i+1,2] = Exceedance2[i+1,2] + ProbLoss[j+1,2] 

  } 

 } 

} 

 

#Plot Exceedance Probability Curve 

Exceedance2 

plot(y = Exceedance2[,2], x = Exceedance2[,1], ylim = c(0,.05), type = 'o', xlab = "Percent Loss"  

, ylab = "Exceedance Probability") #plot All.Prob 

 

 

#-------------------------------- 

# 5. Use other distribution than Normal  (Normal vs standardized student t) 

 

#Install Garch package 

  library(fGarch) 

 

 

 

#----- MICROSOFT 

plot(D.ad[, "MSFT"]) 

plot(log(D.ad[, "MSFT"])) 

plot(diff(log(D.ad[, "MSFT"]))) 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "MSFT"]))) 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "MSFT"])), 200, xlim=c(-.1, .1)) 

 

 

Y <- diff(log(D.ad[, "MSFT"]))[-1]  #Y is log-difference of AAPL 

head(Y) 

 

x <- seq(-.1,.1, .01) 

plot(x, dstd(x, mean = mean(Y), sd = sd(Y), nu = 3), type="l", col="red") 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "MSFT"])), 200, xlim=c(-.1, .1), freq=FALSE) 
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lines(x, dstd(x, mean = mean(Y), sd = sd(Y), nu = 3), type="l", col="red")     # overlay pdf of 

standardized student’s t 

 

VaR2.msft <- qstd(.01, mean(Y), sd(Y)) 

 

   

 

 

 

 

#----- DISNEY 

plot(D.ad[, "DIS"]) 

plot(log(D.ad[, "DIS"])) 

plot(diff(log(D.ad[, "DIS"]))) 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "DIS"]))) 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "DIS"])), 200, xlim=c(-.1, .1)) 

 

 

Y <- diff(log(D.ad[, "DIS"]))[-1]  #Y is log-difference of AAPL 

head(Y) 

 

mean(Y) 

sd(Y) 

 

x <- seq(-.1,.1, .01) 

plot(x, dstd(x, mean = mean(Y), sd = sd(Y), nu = 3), type="l", col="red") 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "DIS"])), 200, xlim=c(-.1, .1), freq=FALSE) 

lines(x, dstd(x, mean = mean(Y), sd = sd(Y), nu = 3), type="l", col="red")     # overlay pdf of 

standardized student’s t 

 

VaR2.dis <- qstd(.01, mean(Y), sd(Y)) 

 

 

#----- AMAZON 

plot(D.ad[, "AMZN"]) 

plot(log(D.ad[, "AMZN"])) 

plot(diff(log(D.ad[, "AMZN"]))) 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "AMZN"]))) 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "AMZN"])), 200, xlim=c(-.1, .1)) 
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Y <- diff(log(D.ad[, "AMZN"]))[-1]  #Y is log-difference of AAPL 

head(Y) 

 

mean(Y) 

sd(Y) 

 

x <- seq(-.1,.1, .01) 

plot(x, dstd(x, mean = mean(Y), sd = sd(Y), nu = 3), type="l", col="red") 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "AMZN"])), 200, xlim=c(-.1, .1), freq=FALSE) 

lines(x, dstd(x, mean = mean(Y), sd = sd(Y), nu = 3), type="l", col="red")     # overlay pdf of 

standardized student’s t 

 

VaR2.amzn <- qstd(.01, mean(Y), sd(Y)) 

 

 

 

 

#----- BANK OF AMERICA 

plot(D.ad[, "BAC"]) 

plot(log(D.ad[, "BAC"])) 

plot(diff(log(D.ad[, "BAC"]))) 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "BAC"]))) 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "BAC"])), 200, xlim=c(-.1, .1)) 

 

 

Y <- diff(log(D.ad[, "BAC"]))[-1]  #Y is log-difference of AAPL 

head(Y) 

 

mean(Y) 

sd(Y) 

 

x <- seq(-.1,.1, .01) 

plot(x, dstd(x, mean = mean(Y), sd = sd(Y), nu = 3), type="l", col="red") 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "BAC"])), 200, xlim=c(-.1, .1), freq=FALSE) 

lines(x, dstd(x, mean = mean(Y), sd = sd(Y), nu = 3), type="l", col="red")     # overlay pdf of 

standardized student’s t 

 

VaR2.bac <- qstd(.01, mean(Y), sd(Y)) 

 

 

#------ MCDONALDS 

plot(D.ad[, "MCD"]) 
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plot(log(D.ad[, "MCD"])) 

plot(diff(log(D.ad[, "MCD"]))) 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "MCD"]))) 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "MCD"])), 200, xlim=c(-.1, .1)) 

 

 

Y <- diff(log(D.ad[, "MCD"]))[-1]  #Y is log-difference of AAPL 

head(Y) 

 

mean(Y) 

sd(Y) 

 

x <- seq(-.1,.1, .01) 

plot(x, dstd(x, mean = mean(Y), sd = sd(Y), nu = 3), type="l", col="red") 

 

hist(diff(log(D.ad[, "MCD"])), 200, xlim=c(-.1, .1), freq=FALSE) 

lines(x, dstd(x, mean = mean(Y), sd = sd(Y), nu = 3), type="l", col="red")     # overlay pdf of 

standardized student’s t 

 

VaR2.mcd <- qstd(.01, mean(Y), sd(Y)) 

 

 

#---------------------------------------- 

# 6. Combine VaR like Hurricanes (Using standardized student’s t Distribution) 

 

n <- 5 

l <- rep(list(0:1), n) 

All.Comb <- expand.grid(l)  #Create a grid of all possible combinations 

 

names(All.Comb) <- c("MSFT", "DIS", "AMZN", "BAC", "MCD")  #Rename columns to 

corresponding company names 

 

Prob <- t(apply(All.Comb, 1 , function(x) x* c(.01, .01, .01, .01, .01)  + (1-x)*c(.99, .99, .99, .99, 

.99)))   #Change each element to its corresponding probability(loss/no loss) 

 

Size <- t(apply(All.Comb, 1, function(x) x*c(VaR2.msft, VaR2.dis, VaR2.amzn, VaR2.bac, 

VaR2.mcd)))    #Change each element to its loss value 

 

All.Prob <- apply(Prob, 1, prod)  #Multiply row probabilities to get overall chance event occurs 

All.Size <- apply(Size, 1, sum)   #Sum each row for total sum of losses 

 

All.Unsorted <- cbind(Size, All.Size, All.Prob)  #Combine individual losses, total loss, and 

overall probability 

All.Sorted <- All.Unsorted[order(All.Size),]     #Sort from smallest total loss to largest total loss 
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All.Sorted 

 

 

#Calculate Probability of each percent loss occuring 

All.SortedDec <- All.Unsorted[order(-All.Size),] 

 

ProbLoss <- matrix(0, 32, 2) # Table with Probabilities of each loss 

for(i in 1:32) 

{ 

 ProbLoss[i,1] <- -All.SortedDec[i,6] 

 ProbLoss[i,2] <- All.SortedDec[i,7] 

} 

 

ProbLoss 

 

#Calculate Exceedance Probabilities 

Exceedance <- matrix (0,32,2)  

for(i in 0:31) 

{ 

 Exceedance[i+1,1] <- ProbLoss[i+1,1] 

 for(j in 0:31) 

 { 

  if(ProbLoss[j+1,1] >= ProbLoss[i+1,1]) 

  { 

   Exceedance[i+1,2] = Exceedance[i+1,2] + ProbLoss[j+1,2] 

  } 

 } 

} 

 

#Plot Exceedance Probability Curve 

Exceedance 

plot(y = Exceedance[,2], x = Exceedance[,1], ylim = c(0,.05), type = 'o', xlab = "Percent Loss"  , 

ylab = "Exceedance Probability") #plot All.Prob 

 

 

 

#-------------------------------- 

# 7. Combine VaRs with weights of each holdings (standardized student’s t Distribution) 

 

weight1 <- c(.4,.1,.3,.15,.05) 

VarWeight1 <- weight1*c(VaR2.msft, VaR2.dis, VaR2.amzn, VaR2.bac, VaR2.mcd) 

weight2 <- c(.1,.3,.2,.15,.25) 

VarWeight2 <- weight2*c(VaR2.msft, VaR2.dis, VaR2.amzn, VaR2.bac, VaR2.mcd) 

 

n <- 5 

l <- rep(list(0:1), n) 
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All.Comb <- expand.grid(l)  #Create a grid of all possible combinations 

 

 

##Weighted Combination1## 

names(All.Comb) <- c("MSFT", "DIS", "AMZN", "BAC", "MCD")  #Rename columns to 

corresponding company names 

 

Prob <- t(apply(All.Comb, 1 , function(x) x* c(.01, .01, .01, .01, .01)  + (1-x)*c(.99, .99, .99, .99, 

.99)))   #Change each element to its corresponding probability(loss/no loss) 

 

Size <- t(apply(All.Comb, 1, function(x) x*VarWeight1))    #Change each element to its loss 

value 

 

All.Prob <- apply(Prob, 1, prod)  #Multiply row probabilities to get overall chance event occurs 

All.Size <- apply(Size, 1, sum)   #Sum each row for total sum of losses 

 

All.Unsorted <- cbind(Size, All.Size, All.Prob)  #Combine individual losses, total loss, and 

overall probability 

All.Sorted1 <- All.Unsorted[order(All.Size),]     #Sort from smallest total loss to largest total loss 

All.Sorted1 

 

##Weighted Combination2## 

names(All.Comb) <- c("MSFT", "DIS", "AMZN", "BAC", "MCD")  #Rename columns to 

corresponding company names 

 

Prob <- t(apply(All.Comb, 1 , function(x) x* c(.01, .01, .01, .01, .01)  + (1-x)*c(.99, .99, .99, .99, 

.99)))   #Change each element to its corresponding probability(loss/no loss) 

 

Size <- t(apply(All.Comb, 1, function(x) x*VarWeight2))    #Change each element to its loss 

value 

 

All.Prob <- apply(Prob, 1, prod)  #Multiply row probabilities to get overall chance event occurs 

All.Size <- apply(Size, 1, sum)   #Sum each row for total sum of losses 

 

All.Unsorted <- cbind(Size, All.Size, All.Prob)  #Combine individual losses, total loss, and 

overall probability 

All.Sorted2 <- All.Unsorted[order(All.Size),]     #Sort from smallest total loss to largest total loss 

All.Sorted2 

 

###Exceedance Probability for Weight1 

#Calculate Probability of each percent loss occuring 

ProbLoss <- matrix(0, 32, 2) # Table with Probabilities of each loss 

for(i in 1:32) 

{ 

 ProbLoss[i,1] <- -All.Sorted1[i,6] 

 ProbLoss[i,2] <- All.Sorted1[i,7] 
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} 

 

ProbLoss 

 

#Calculate Exceedance Probabilities 

Exceedance1 <- matrix (0,32,2)  

for(i in 0:31) 

{ 

 Exceedance1[i+1,1] <- ProbLoss[i+1,1] 

 for(j in 0:31) 

 { 

  if(ProbLoss[j+1,1] >= ProbLoss[i+1,1]) 

  { 

   Exceedance1[i+1,2] = Exceedance1[i+1,2] + ProbLoss[j+1,2] 

  } 

 } 

} 

 

#Plot Exceedance Probability Curve 

Exceedance1 

plot(y = Exceedance1[,2], x = Exceedance1[,1], ylim = c(0,.05), type = 'o', xlab = "Percent Loss"  

, ylab = "Exceedance Probability") #plot All.Prob 

 

###Exceedance Probability for Weight2 

#Calculate Probability of each percent loss occuring 

ProbLoss <- matrix(0, 32, 2) # Table with Probabilities of each loss 

for(i in 1:32) 

{ 

 ProbLoss[i,1] <- -All.Sorted2[i,6] 

 ProbLoss[i,2] <- All.Sorted2[i,7] 

} 

 

ProbLoss 

 

#Calculate Exceedance Probabilities 

Exceedance2 <- matrix (0,32,2)  

for(i in 0:31) 

{ 

 Exceedance2[i+1,1] <- ProbLoss[i+1,1] 

 for(j in 0:31) 

 { 

  if(ProbLoss[j+1,1] >= ProbLoss[i+1,1]) 

  { 

   Exceedance2[i+1,2] = Exceedance2[i+1,2] + ProbLoss[j+1,2] 

  } 

 } 
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} 

 

#Plot Exceedance Probability Curve 

Exceedance2 

plot(y = Exceedance2[,2], x = Exceedance2[,1], ylim = c(0,.05), type = 'o', xlab = "Percent Loss"  

, ylab = "Exceedance Probability") #plot All.Prob 
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